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Front Row (L to R): Ana Webb, Senior Administrative Assistant; Dr. Megan Krou, Research Analyst; Kate Proff, Database Administrator; Kyle Prince, Research Analyst

Back Row (L to R): Scott Henry, Research Analyst; Dr. Marc Turner, Assistant Vice President for IR; Tami Rice, Director of System Data and Analysis; Richard Batey, Senior Research Analyst

Not Pictured: Ryan Wharton, Graduate Research Assistant

Coming Spring 2022

The Office of Institutional Research will be updating the following tools and resources in Spring 2022.

- The Institutional Research website will feature more user-friendly pages. Be sure to visit the Institutional Research website for all of your data needs.
- The CatStats server will be upgraded with reports and tables better organized for enhanced useability.
- Institutional Research will host several professional development workshops with topics and dates TBA.
- Institutional Research will also be enhancing our data literacy training for the University community with the help of our virtual data analysts in monthly episodes of The Data Exchange.
Welcome to The Data Exchange!
To enhance data literacy, we have asked our virtual data analysts to assist us in sharing their knowledge of data, reports, and analytics at Texas State. They have kindly agreed to create monthly episodes that discuss various topics including, but not limited to, understanding cohorts, the many ways to group students, and the RPG of student success: retention, persistence, and graduation. All new episodes will be featured in our newsletter, and you can rewatch any episode from our website. Meet our virtual data analysts in this welcome video!

Results are in for NSSE 2021
The National Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) is a study about college student participation in programs and activities that institutions provide for their learning and personal development. NSSE 2021 survey results provide an estimate of how undergraduates spend their time and what they gain from college.

New! Incoming Student Survey
The Incoming Student Survey is a new survey designed to collect feedback from incoming students’ (freshman and transfer) initial experiences and impression of Texas State. The survey was developed with a joint effort from Student Affairs, University College, Institutional Inclusive Excellence and Institutional Effectiveness to receive timely information that can be acted upon. By creating a home-grown survey, Institutional Research can provide result summaries with a faster turnaround time (one vs. six months) so departments and divisions can use the information garnered before they are no longer applicable. You can view the results in an interactive Tableau report.

Other IR News and Resources

Need data? (not quite this, but something similar. To link to project request form)

Please send us your questions or feedback to ir@txstate.edu.